
So Get up, Diana 

What does is mean consciousness? Will? To compete? To go beyond the limits? What do

you mean? What do we mean by saying “it’s not possible”, or “we can do it”? How can we

teach a body to do something that it has already learned, and yet failed?  So Get Up,

Diana is  a  dance piece project  adressing  the  process  of  recovery  of  the  dancer  and

acrobat Diana Bastos Niepce, following an accident that left her quadriplegic. 

On March 24, 2014, after falling from a trapeze during an acrobatic training, I entered the

Santa Maria Hospital emergency room with a spinal cord injury: cervical fracture c5 and c6

and cervical dislocation C4 to C7. 

A month later, I  was visited by Rui Catalão (with whom I had collaborated in the book

"Anne  Teresa  De  Keersmaeker",  2013,  ed.  INCM).  To  write,  I  could  only  use  the

metacarpal bone of my right pinky finger, but I committed myself to writing a book as an

integral part of my recovery process. 

Two months after the accident, I moved to the rehabilitation center in Alcoitão, where I

continued to write exhaustive reports on my new way of life as an hospital patient with an

ASIA-B quadriplegia,  with its population of doctors,  nurses, therapists,  as well  as their

clients,  physiotherapy  sessions,  meal  logistics,  daily  hygiene,  wake  up  and  bedtime

schedules, visiting friends and colleagues from my recent past that soon became more

and more scarse. 

The transition process of an hyperactive dancer and acrobat life, with an average of eight

hours  of  daily  physical  work,  that  went  from training,  performance  and  classes,  to  a

quadriplegic dependent on medical professionals to perform the most elementary daily

tasks,  corresponded to  a  bipolar  psychological  state  that  oscillated  between  peaks of

pragmatic optimism (doing what it takes to recover the fine motor skills of the hands and

walking again) and moments of despair and frustration. 

My body was disconnect from the neck down. Step by step, over the course of time, I

witnessed  the  slow  process  of  coming  back  to  active  life.  The  machine  sometimes

collapses and goes crazy. It is not within my power to control a body that strives to go

beyond its new found physical limits and, at the same time, fails to obey me. 



To which point will  I  ever recover what I  took for granted in a recent past? Each new

conquest corresponds to an awakening: to feel again the heat that passes through the

nerve of the legs and that allows me to move again a toe; to feel that my deformed fingers

are again able to tear the top of a packet of sugar or to light a match; to feel the spine

straightening up again in the sitting position. 

I awoke also to a body that does not understand me and does not respect me. A body that

can not keep up with my goals. In the process of re-educating him, I can not afford the

experience of a child that discovers a new possibility in a world of opportunities, risks and

surprises. I find myself closer to the experience of a war veteran too much aware of what

used to be possible, and what will not come back. 

It is now a question of rediscovering the possibilities of my body, but also of discovering, or

an alternative to its lost capacities. This process of being aware of every gesture, every

movement, every twist, though tiresome, is not new to me. The novelty lies now in the

blank spaces, with no clear acess, that connect will and impossibility - how to re-activate

muscular and nervous lost information, so that the movement becomes possible again?

When I was a little girl I was told that I would never be a dancer. After the accident I was

told that I could only move my head after six months of phisiotherapy and that I would

never again move my limbs. but in this process I found difficulties quite similar to the ones

I faced as a dancer and an acrobat: the idea that persistence will allow me to overcome

my new-found limitations. In both cases, it is the same challenge: to make possible what is

accepted as being impossible. I can not analyze all the options and mistakes that got me

here. I just take it as a new challenge.

Initially,  my first  goal  was to move on from an Asia-B tetraplegia (with disturbances of

Respiratory mechanics and muscles that preclude the movements of the four extremities

of  the  body),  to  an  Asia-C/D  tetraplegia,  tetraparesia  (in  which  the  four  limbs,  even

suffering  muscular  dystrophy,  already  have  active  movements  and  some  muscular

strength).

In June 2015, with the support of a “walker”, I managed to get up and take the first steps

after the accident. The following summer I was able to walk supported by a pair of tripods.

The next goal was to walk on crutches. And now i just want to walk with a cane, or simply

walk.  But  it’s  not  going to happen anytime soon. And yet I  need to define goals.  It  is

through them that I establish a working relationship with my therapists and physicians. 



I have to admit that accomplishing those goals is something I can only impose on myself.

In some way, my professional colleagues (doctors, physiotherapists) are not at ease with

those goals, só close they are to an act of faith or simply self imposed dellusions. 

But experience has told me that impossible is what has not happened yet. 
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